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The Ukrainian Symphony - Phantom or Reality?
During the 20th century the phenomenon of an autonomous Ukrai-
nian symphony was not recognized widely. Paradoxically it was also
not taken into consideration by the researchers of the symphonic
process in the USSR. Thus in Mark Aranovskyi's book "The Sym-
phonic Searches"1 not one name of a Ukrainian symphonist is
mentioned and the reader is led to the conclusion that it lacks sym-
phonists in the Ukraine. Completely neglected were the Ukrainian
symphony's historic, social and immanently musical contexts.
Possible explanations for such a situation could be:
1. The late birth of the genre: The first valuable Ukrainian sympho-
nies were written by Levko Revutsky (1916-1918) and Boris
Lyatoshinsky (1918-1920).
2. Its existence within a system called "the Soviet music". Firstly the
system was closed and eliminated any interchange with the outer
musical world, secondly it was fettered by the dogmas of socialist
realism.
Both of these interconnected factors (the artificial hermetization and
the implantation of "the regime creativity") slowed down the forma-
tion of an Ukrainian symphony. In principle all national schools of
the former USSR were subdued to the influence of the mentioned
factors, but in each different case the general directions were cor-
rected by the local conditions. Especially in the Ukraine all the de-
crees issued from the Centre were particularly exaggerated. The fo1-
lowing proverb expresses this tendency: When in Moscow one cuts
off nails, in Kiev one chops off fingers. All actions inspired by the
Centre were accomplished by the Ukrainian communist party
management with a particular zeal to demonstrate its loyalty. This
peculiarity of Ukrainian officials' "mentality" was so noticeable that
Mark Genrikhovich Aranovskyi, Simfoniceskie iskanija. Problema zanra sim-
fonii v sovetskoj muzyke 1960-75gg. Iseledovatel'skie ogerki [The Symphonie
Searches. Problems ofthe Symphony Genre in Soviet Music 1960-75. Research
Sketches], Leningrad 1979.
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it even left traces in artistic documents of the time - for instance in
Yuryj Daniel's novel "Moscow speaks"z.
Hardly ever was a symphony in other Soviet republics presented
before various possible trials with "recommended rolls" and "com-
mands of activists". But such actions have marked each decade ofthe
short history of the Ukrainian symphony. Here are only some se-
lected instances:
. 1930ties: Exemplary criticism of Lyatoshinsky's Second Sym-
phony (1935-36).. 1940ties: Many resolutions by Zhdanov. Among the negatively
criticized works by Gleb Taranov, Mykhajl0 Verikivsky, Yulyj
Meitus and others the First symphony "In Memoriam to the Mar-
tyrs of Babiy Yar" (1945) by Dmytro Klebanov was withdrawn
completely. Being accused of distortion of the historic truth about
the Soviet people and of national narrow-mindedness it was
exiled far a life in archives. It was on September 29th, 1990 when
the conductor Igor Blazhkov performed it for the first time on the
memorial day of the victims of Babiy Yar. And it turned out that
in this symphony the theme of the war tragedy was solved
originally, without stereotypes. It did not become an imitation of
the Seventh symphony by Shostakovich, the model for the ma-
jority of "military" symphonies by Soviet composers.. 1950ties: Lyatoshinsky composes his Third Symphony. This piece
as one of the best examples of Ukrainian music becomes the prin-
cipal target of criticism.. 1960ties: The same fate occurs to the pupils ofLyatoshinsky. One
is not permitted to perform the First symphony by Silvestrov at
the his state examination. "The Symphonie Freseoes" by Leonyd
Grabovsky (1961), the Symphony No. 2 (1965), "Eskhatophony"
2 Nikolai Arzhak, "Govorit Moskva". Cena metafory, ili Prestuplenie i nakazanie
Sinjavskogo i Danielja ["Moskow Speaks". The Price ofMetaphor or the Crime
and Punishment of Sinjavskij and Daniel], Moskva 1989. Being published in the
Occident under the pseudonym of Nikolai Arzhak it was used to make Yuryj
Daniel guilty of antisoviet activity and to condemn hirn to 5 years to the camps
under a severe regime.
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(symphony No. 3, 1966) and "The Spectra" (symphony for eham-
ber orehestra, 1965) by Silvestrov are not allowed to be played.. The 1970ties are marked by the expulsion of Silvestrov and
Godziatski from the Union of Composers and a following
struggle for the restoration of their membership3. Naturally their
works were neither performed nor published4.. 1980ties: At the plenary session of the UCU 1981 the Fourth
symphony by Silvestrov (1976) was sharply eritieized. Later
demagogy was provoked by the Fourth symphony of Boris
Buyevski (1979). One of the seeretaries of the UCU, a zealous
partisan of soeialist realism in musie, signalized in the Central
Committee of the CPU (= Communist Party of the Ukraine) that
Buyevski in this symphony "trampled down the Soviet Banners".
And the Union of Composers ereated a eommission to find out
whether he "trampled or did not".
Until the 1970ties loeal riots of Ukrainian symphonists were quiekly
suppressed by the management of the UCU. Lyatoshinsky was the
first to "fall out from the ranks" as well as his pupils who mastered
avantguard and postavantguard tendeneies of the 20theentury in the
underground. Offieially aeknowledged symphonie musie was stur-
dily and professionally eomposed, strietly observing the symphonie
reglementations that had been proved through eenturies. This method
fulfilled Zhdanov's direetions to write "beautiful and graeious music
that would meet the artistie demand of the Soviet people" and to
protect it "from the penetration of elements of bourgeois degrada-
tion"s. Disturbers were punished and therefore those wishing to leave
3 The management of the Union of composers of the Ukraine (= UCU) did refuse
for a long time to enroll Silvestrov and Godziatski and agreed only in 1969 to do
so. In 1970 they were expelled but enrolled again in 1973.
4 One can imagine the attitude towards their creative work on the side of the
managementof UCU in the artic1e"National traditions- the foundation of an
artistic style. An editorial dialogue. Kiev", in: Soviet music No. 7, (1970), p. 6-
25.- See also Olena Zinkevych, Protystojanyja [Opposition] (1968-1973), in:
Sucasnist' No. 6 (2000), p. 66-81.
5 Vistuplenie Andrej Zdanova na sovescanii dejatelej sovetskoj muzyki v janvare
1948 goda [A speech by Zhdanov at the conference of the workers of Soviet mu-
sic in January 1948], Moskva 1952, p. 29.
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"the commodities of the arranged scherne" (Asafiev) were rare. Con-
sequently Ukrainian symphonism was academic and conservative.
A new symphonie situation emerged in the 1970ties, when at last
many prohibitions were removed: Works by Stravinsky, Honegger,
Hindernith, Messiaen became available. Contemporary music as a
whole and not only separate "permitted" sections were now open to
young composers. The Ukrainian music absorbed in its national ele-
ments all these new informations6. It was the symphony that took the
central place in the geme system of Ukrainian music7. It was just
then that innovations towards new imagery and new forms were
achieved.
Already the statistics impress: During the 1970ties, beginning
80ties Ukrainian composers wrote more than 150 symphonies. "The
youth of the 70ties" writes symphonies: Yevgen Stankovich, Ivan
Karabits, Vladimir Zubitski, Yakov Gubanov. Composers who kept
silent für a long time in this ge me turn towards it again: Klimenty
Dominchen writes his Third symphony (1981) 28 years after the
Second symphony (1953), 24 years lie between the Second and the
Third symphony by Georgy Maiboroda (1952, 1976), 22 years
between the Fifth and the Sixth by Dmitro Klebanov (1959, 1981),
18 years between the Second and the Thirdby Levko Kolodub (1962,
1980). After 10 years "the symphonie voice" returns to Boris
Buyevski (I - 1965, 11- 1975) and to Valentin Silvestrov (III - 1966,
IV - 1976). It is significant that the tempo of symphonie creativity is
now getting more intense, for example the process of symphony
composition by Valentin Bibik (from the Fourth to the Seventh -
1976, 1978, 1980, 1982), by Buyevski (III-VII - 1976, 1979, 1982,
1984, 1985), Gubanov (I-VI - 1977, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983).
Obviously not all creations were of equal value in this mighty
symphonie stream. Among the production - of the older generation
especially - were works with a conservative orientation towards the
geme callon (Klimenty Dominchen, Vitaly Kireiko, Georgy
6 About the reinterpretation of European tradition in Ukrainian symphonies see
E1ena Zinkevych, Die Rezeption österreichisch-deutscher Musik in ukrainischen
Symphonien, in: Musikgeschichte zwischen Ost- und Westeuropa (= Deutsche
Musik im Osten 10), Chemnitz 1996, S. 239-245.
7 In the 1950ties and 60ties opera was the dominating genre in Ukrainian music.
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Maiboroda, Dmitro Klebanov, Gleb Taranov, Andry Shtogarenko).
But parallel to them (and despite the attempts of stopping the
process) symphonies that violated the stereotype were written (Bibik,
Buyevski, Zubitski, Silvestrov, Stankovich).
Symphonie "rules" were shocked through a kind of constructive
rigidity, of urbanistic "frenzy" in the Seeond symphony by Buyevski
(1975) that transfigurated the technical aspect of contemporary civi-
lization. Its first bars deafened the listener: the pressure of rhythm,
the aggressive impact of brasses, the thunder of percussion - all
being condensed to an entire noisy mass rather than a musical effect.
Apreeise order is hidden under a conglomeration: As basic form
principal- expanded over all the "stages" of the score, over its hori-
zontal and vertical sides - serves an ostinato that is reduced to a ma-
chinery automatism.
Buyevski expresses vividly the solitude of the human soul, its
opposition to the aggressive impact of an outer world. The finale is
opened with a brave brass dominated march that evokes an atmos-
phere of festivity and together with other elements provokes associa-
tions to a cinematic collage within the context of the symphony Such
an analogy is reinforced by a sudden cut of the musical stream. An
illusion of asound being switched off appears. The illusion is rein-
forced by the fact that the musicians go on imitating the performance
without sound "while performing the bars that fall out" (later one
"switches on" these bars). "The silenced" bars make a physical im-
pression of the stopped moment, of astandstill that fixes the switch-
ing from the outer to the inner.
The image of a rampant, cruel world can be found as well in the
Seeond ehamber symphony by Vladimir Zubitski (1983), that is
marked by extreme emotionality. This is achieved by diversely
applied techniques of collage that create abrupt juxtapositions
between different planes (Bach-jazz-chorale-duma etc.). In the finale
(the third movement) an extramusical collage is applied: The reading
of fragments from Arthur Rimbeaud's "Les Illuminations" overlaps
the musical background. The verses do not merely serve to addition-
ally decipher the plot, they play the role of areprise within the scope
of the whole work: They unfold the program that is already incorpo-
rated in the symphony.
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The principles of "stylistic dramaturgy" work as weIl in Yakov
Gubanov's Sixth symphony (1983). Already its title is significant:
No. 6, h-minor, "In Memoriam to Tchaikovsky". Tchaikovsky's mu-
sic is present in each bar: quotations (chiefly of a free mode), aIlu-
sions, reproductions of typical intonational imaginative models
(Tchaikovsky's lyric melody, "fatal" thematics), dramaturgical situa-
tions.
This is by no means stylization, neither a procedure within the
framework of a stylistic model. It is rather a kind of "symphony-
recollection" that reflects the author's concept of Tchaikovsky's mu-
sic, the author's perception of his personality. In Gubanov's sym-
phony features of Tchaikovsky's music are shining now through
Skriabin's refinement and mood of flight, now through the barba-
risms of Stravinsky or Prokofiev, now through the timbres of jazz
harmony, now through the contemporary "voices". It is the music of
Tchaikovsky that unites various epochs and styles together in an
entity.
Further examples for a theatrical display of form are to be found
in the Third symphony by Lev Kolodub (1980) and in the Fourth by
Buyevski (1979). Kolodub's symphony has the subtitle "In the style
01 Ukrainian baroque". Its hero is a city in the late mediaeval epoch
(probably Kiev), the life of its streets and squares, its legends and
mysteries8. The interlacement of everyday life and legend, of reality
and fancy, the somehow ironical, good-natured and mischievous
presentation of material provoke paralleis to "the rnischievous prose"
in Ukrainian classicalliterature and enable to define Kolodub's sym-
phony as "burlesque symphony". "The hidden author's camera" re-
veals its"elf through the stylistic ambivalence of the symphony:
Baroque and contemporary forms of artistic thinking are equally
used.
Buyevski's Fourth symphony conveys rather features of a satire or
grotesque. Sampies of habitual musical "hackwork" are rushing and
replacing each other, opera themes are monstrously distorted. Simpli-
fied harmonies, percussion that "echoes" in a "bumpy" rhythm, un-
8 The unpublished program of the symphony is "The Song in a Bowl" by the
Ukrainian playwrite Ivan Kocherga.
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usual performing devices (e.g. "col acqua" where water has to be
poured into the tube for the effect of an inexact intonation) give the
impression of an eclectic medley where romance and military fanfare
are juxtaposed side by side9.
During these years the lyrical symphony developed essentially. Its
best examples are the Fourth symphony Lirica by Yevgen
Stankovich (1977), the Seventh by Bibik (1982), the Fifth by Sil-
vestrov (1982). The opponents to the Fifth symphony by Silvestrov
were confused by an unusual symphonie procedure. In the slow and
50 minutes long flow of faint music seemingly not any event takes
place. Furthermore the author's explanation of the work as "postsin-
fonia" is irritating. One can say that Silvestrov's symphony begins
where the "plot" of a normative cycle finishes, it serves as a coda-
meditation.
The general character of Silvstrov's Fifth Symphony resembles a
lyrical verse liberated from the norms of logical speech and is
formed by a free flow of sensations, meditations, recollections. Un-
der the shell of an outer static form an incessant alternation of
images, their "overflowing" from intonational impulses to prolonged
melodie fragments takes place. Despite an undoubtful instrumental
nature of the melodies one hears confidential romantic intonation
reinforcing the elegy character which dominates within the emotional
spectrum of the symphony. Such an elegy palette is complemented
by the instrumentation of harps and strings.
Thus in the middle of the 80ties the Ukrainian symphony had
been transformed into a "multigenre" system with manifold types of
dramaturgy - those of the sonata type and those who lack sonata
traits, "stylistic" and as a kind of montage, theatrical and "eventless",
"linear" and "parabolic"10. The symphonie works of the Ukrainian
9 The culmination of this orgy of triviality is expressed by the theme of the
Rooster from Rimski-Korsakov's opera (variant "Reign while Iying on your
side"). Buyevski quotation has given rise to particular suspicions by the ideo-
logical censorship.
10 For a detailed account see Helene Zinkevych, Dynamyka odnovlenyja [The
dynamics ofrenovation], Kiev 1986.- Jelena Sinkevitsch, Ukrainische Sinfonik
der Gegenwart, in: Sowjetische Musik im Licht der Perestrojka, Laaber 1990, S.
73-80.- Elena Zinkevych, Lyrygeskaja symfonyja: Vopros' typologyy (na
materyale proyzvedenyj ukraynskych kompozitorov [The Lyric Symphony: the
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composers were played abroad (in particular at the Warsaw auturnn),
they were appearing at international composers' competitions11.
But the "golden age" of the Ukrainian symphony was already
over at the end of the 80ties. As one of the last within the series of
monumental symphonie concepts one should mention Dictum (1987)
for a small symphony orchestra by Stankovich. Consisting of 11
movements attacca this work has summarized in a singular way all
the symphonie creativity by Stankovich - a leading Ukrainian com-
poser of the genre 12.It cou1d be called "symphonie epistle" in which
the cosmic and the personal are being interwoven 13.
Without perspectives of performance the composers preferred to
write in smaller genres in the 1990ties. But today the works from the
previous decades also disappear from the concert podium of the
Ukrainian orchestras. They are oriented now towards the approved
classical repertory. A paradoxical situation emerges: The Ukrainian
symphony becomes again a phantom - and now for the Ukrainian
listener as weIl.
Perhaps one shou1d seek the reasons not only in the non-favour-
able social economic circumstances but also in a certain exhaustion
of the genre. A certain vital cycle of the Ukrainian symphony has
been concluded, and the genre - in search for new ways od expres-
sion - starts the polemic itself. Some composers are expressing it by
genre mutations (instrumental concertos by Stankovich, which are
imbued with symphonie energetics to such an extent that the per-
formers - in contrast to the author - call them symphoniesl4, faint
Questions of Typology (on the material of the ereative work of the Ukrainian
Composers)], in: Kiev musieology Issue I, Kyiv 1998.
11 At the UNESCO eompetition in 1985 among the lObest works of the year was
the Third chamber symphony by Stankovieh. In the same year at the UNESCO
eompetition in Bydgoszez a prize was granted for Zubitski's works.
12 Stankovieh has written 12 symphonies.
13 Coneerning Dictum and other symphonies by Stankovieh see: Helene
Zinkevyeh, Symfonyceskye gyperboly. 0 muzyke Evgenyja Stankovyca [Sym-
phonie hyperbolae. On the musie ofEugene Stankovieh], Sumy 1999.
14 Coneerto for Freneh horn and orehestra "Autumn days' anxieties" (1992), Con-
eerto for clarinet and strings "Mysterious caUs" (1995), Coneerto violine and
ehamber orehestra "Ways and steps 11(1996).
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symphonie meditations by Silvestrov15), others underline their oppo-
sition towards the former symphonie experienee. An example for this
is the ten minute opus of Vladimir Runehak "The Departing Sym-
phony for Five Performers" (1998).
In analogy to Haydn's symphony the musieians are leaving the
podium in the last movement. Runehak's "The Departing Symphony"
ean be seen as farewell to the genre "symphony" in general.
Through a fragmented strueture the genre's features are eritieally
rethought - sueh as "the eonflieting thematieism", the "philosophie"
Adagios, "violent developments", the dissolution of sounds in the
eoda. In sueh a way Runehak's "Non-Symphony" beeomes a kind of
metaphor for the eontemporary symphonie situation in the Ukraine,
and eould therefore also be defined as a "symphony-phantom".
15 Widmung for violine and orchestra (1990-91), "Metamusic" for piano and or-
chestra (1992), ''A hera/d" for the string orchestra and an electrosynthesizer
(1996).
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